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the illusion, go to eternal reality. Don't stay in the darkness, get closer to the light. Don't stay in this place of death - become immortal! Brihad-Aranjak Upanishad 1.3.28 The Personality of God is perfect and complete, and because He is perfect, all emanations from Him, such as this
phenomenal world, are perfectly equipped as a complete whole. Everything that is made from the full whole is also complete in itself. Because He is the whole, although so many complete units come from him, He remains a complete balance. Sri Ishopanishad, call Now (while one has a
human birth), must learn in Brahman. Vedanta Sutra 1.1.1 Sutra means thread and refers to an aphorism that needs to be unpacked to understand its full import. The logic is that when one takes a small tip of the roll of the thread, you can unwind it more and more. Similarly, the sutras
themselves are small, but deep, contain almost unlimited understanding. Sacred Texts of Hinduism Title Page Content Introduction First Piada 1. Then, therefore, the investigation into Brahman Small P'rvapaksha Small Siddhanta Great P'rvapaksha Great Siddhanta. There is no evidence of
the indistinguishable substance Of Sabda proves the difference of Pratyaksha - even nirvikalpaka kind - proves the difference of bhed'bheda'bheda view is untenable conclusion also teaches the difference Perception does not reveal simply being Pluralism is not an unreal Being and
consciousness is not one True meaning Svayamprak'ssatva Consciousness there is no eternal consciousness There is no consciousness without the object of Consciousness is able to change Consciousness is an attribute of conscious self-consciousness. , because of Ahamkara, can not
be saved Conscious object is preserved in deep sleep Conscious object is preserved in a state of liberation In cases of Scripture conflicting with perception, Scripture is not stronger. The truth can not be known through untruthful No biblical texts to teach Brahman devoid of all differences
Nor Smriti and Purina teach such teaching The theory of non-scientific can not be proven All neither Scripture nor Smriti and Purina teach unscientific Scripture, teachs that Liberation is associated with the knowledge of the unqualified Brahman. -- the meaning of 'tat tvam asi'. A brief
statement on how the various biblical texts should reconcile Nescience cannot be stopped by the simple act of knowing Brahman as the universal self-vedentine in order to clarify the nature of Brahman from Scripture,... 2. Brahman is the one from which the origin of this world originates 3.
Because Scripture is the source of Brahman's knowledge 4. The connection of Scripture with the highest purpose of man is 5. Seeing something that is not based on Scripture... 6. ... the word see has a secondary (figurative) meaning 7. Because liberation is taught to someone who takes
his position on it 8. And because there is no statement about his need to be postponed 9. And because of the contradiction of the initial statement 10. Because of (the individual soul) going to Self 11. Because of the uniformity of the view 12. And because it's explicitly stated in Scripture 13. I,
consisting of Bliss, is the highest I am because of multiplying 14. If, because of its being a word denoting effect ... 15. And because he declared the cause thatra 16. And because (Brahman) who is mentioned in the mantra ... 17. Not another, because of the impossibility of 18. And because
of the 19-difference announcement. And because of desire, there is no relation to what is withdrawn 20. And Scripture teaches joining this with this 21. The one in the sun and the eye... 22. And in connection with the announcement of the difference 23. Ether Brahman ... 24. For the same
reason, Brahman's breath is 25. Light Brahman ... 26. If you object, Brahman is not denoted... 27. And thus also, because thus only the designation of existence... 28. If we say that Brahman is not recognized... 29. Prena - Brahman... 30. If you can say that Brahman is not denoted... 31.
Indra's instructions about himself... 32. If you can say that Brahman does not mean ... Second Pyada 1. Everywhere; because they teach what the two know. And because the qualities that need to be stated are possible in Brahman 3. But, in impossibility, an embodied soul 4. And because
there is a (separate) description of the object and agent 5. Because of the difference in words 6. And on the account of Smriti 7. Needless to say, the passage does not refer to Brahman... 8. Is it to be said that there is a fruitfulness ... 9. The consumer is the highest self because of there
being taken all that is mobile and immovable 10. And because of the theme of the entire section 11. They entered the cave... 12. And because of the distinctive qualities of 13. The Man in the Eye Is The Supreme Self... 14. And because of the statement that the abode ... 15. And because of
a text that refers only to what is characterized by pleasure It is for this reason that the ether of Brahman 17. And because of the statement about the path of the one who heard Upanishad 18. Not any other, because of the non-permanent abode, and the impossibility of 19. Inner ruler ... is the
highest Self 20. And not what Smriti suggests... 21. For both also talk of him as something else 22. What has the qualities of invisibility... 23. Not the other two, due to the difference and the statement of difference 24. And given the description of its form 25. Weiswanara is the supreme self
... 26. What the text refers to is an inference - thus, 27. Needless to say, this is not the case, because of the word ... For the same reasons, it is not divinity but element 29. Gaimini believes that there is no objection to the word Agni ... 30. due to certainty; thus smarathya opines 31. Because
of meditation, 32-year-old Tsadari. Because of creative identification, thus, Gaimini thinks ... 33. Also, they record it in that Third Pad: 1. Resident heavenly, the earth is the highest I ... 2. And because it has been declared, to which the released must resort to 3. Not what's taken out... 4. In
connection with the announcement of the difference 5. Subject 6. And because of the observance and the food of 7. Bhaman is the highest Self 8. And because of the suitability of attributes 9. Imperishable is Brahman, because of his support, which is the end of the broadcast 10. And this
support comes from the team... 11. And except for that it is different than Brahman 12. Because he has been appointed the object of vision, the highest I am that object 13. Little Ether Brahman ... 14. Because of going and words ... 15. And because of what is observed in this little ether...
16. And because of the settled value of 17. If you can say that because of the reference to another he means; We say no... 18. ... soul is that its true nature began to manifest 19. And the link has a different value of 20. If I may say so, it is because of the biblical declaration of smallness...
21. And because of the imitation of that 22. The same is announced by Smriti also 23. With that term in mind, one measured 24. But with reference to the heart, men qualified 25. Also, creatures above them, ie men ... 26. If it can be said that this leads to contradictions in the work; we deny it
27. If we say that a contradiction will lead to words... 28. And it is for this reason that veda 29 is eternity. And because of the equality of names and forms there is no contradiction... Due to the inability to qualify... 31. And because of (meditation on the part of the gods) being in The Light 33.
This grief arose... 34. And because Gonasruti is understood to be 35. Because of the output of the sign further on ... 36. On references to ceremonial cleansing... And in connection with the procedure, in establishing the non-existence of these 38. And because of the prohibition of hearing,
studying and executing the (vedic) question 39. And Smriti has 40. Because of the trembling 41. Because the light is visible 42. Ether, because of the designation of something else, and so on 43. Because of the difference in deep sleep and departure 44. And because of words like the Lord
of the Fourth Pyada: 1. If you can say that some mention something that is based on the conclusion ... 2. But a thin body, because of its ability 3. Matter in its fine state is served by the end... 4. And because there are no allegations that he is the subject of knowledge 5. ... Intelligent Self is
meant to be... 6. And only three have this mention and question 7. And as in the case of the Great. 8. Due to the lack of any specific characteristics; as in the case of Cup 9. But it starts with the light; for thus some read in their text 10. And by learning to become... There is no contradiction;
as in the case of honey 11. Not from mentioning the number even, because of the variety and more than 12. Breathing, and so on, on the ground of an additional passage of 13. According to the light, food is not mentioned in the text about 14. And because of Brahman, as described, that
was declared the reason for the case against Ether, and so on 15. From the connection 16. Because it denotes the world 17....the output marks of a separate soul and the main vital air 18. But Gaimini thinks he has another purport... 19. Given the associated value of the proposals, 20. This
is a sign indicating that the pro-mission statement has been proven... 21. Because (soul) when she leaves, such is it; thus Audulomi thinks 22. Because Brahman is in a separate soul... 23. Brahman is the material cause ... 24. And in connection with the statement of reflection 25. And
because both were explicitly declared 26. Because of Self makes himself 27. Because of the modification 28. And because it's called the uterus 29. Herewith all (texts) explained, explained by the First Ada: 1. ... want room for other Smritis 2. And because of the rejection of the truth on the
part of the other 3. Hereby Yoga is disproved by 4. No, because of the difference in character of this; and his being is such (appears) from Scripture 5. But there is also the appropriateness of imaginary deities, because of the difference and the introduction of 7. If you can say that the effect
does not exist; we're talking No.8. Because of such consequences in the reabsorption of Vedna-texts would be inappropriate 9. Not so; as there are parallel copies 10. And because of objections to his view 11. Also in the consequence of the ill-founded reasoning 12. Should we say that the
conclusion should be carried out in a different way ... 13. So the rest of the theories is not in Veda explained 14. If you can say that Brahman becomes a delight ... 15. The difference between the world and this Brahman... 16. And because (the cause) is perceived in the existence of effect
17. And because of the existence of what is the back 19. And like a piece of fabric 20. And like various vital airs 21. From the designation of others as no different from Brahman ... 22. However, Brahman is an additional one because of the announcement of a difference of 23. And as in a
similar case of stones and the like, there is an impossibility that 24. ... as in the case of milk 25. And as in the case of the gods... 26. Or the consequence of the fact that the whole Brahman comes into force... 27. But because of Scripture; Brahman's possession of various powers is based
on the word 28. And thus in I; for there are manifold powers 29. And because of the defects of his look, too, 30. And divinity is endowed with all its might, because it is seen 31. No, because of the lack of organs... Brahman is not the cause; because of the world having the character of what
depends on motive 33. But it's just a sport, as in a normal life 34. Not inequality and cruelty... 35. To put it this way, because of the indifference of cases... 36. And because all the attributes are proven to be present in Brahman The Second Pad: 1. Not that conclusion, because of the
impossibility of construction, and because of the activity 2. If it is said - like milk or water; there are also intelligence guides 3. And because the independence of Praena will be followed by a non-existent, which is different from creation 4. Not like grass and so on; because milk doesn't exist
anywhere else 5. And if you speak - as a man and a stone; thus also 6. And because of the impossibility of the relationship of the main and subordinate business 7. And if we draw another conclusion, the result will remain unchanged... 8. And even if it is adopted; due to the lack of a goal 9.
And this is undesirable because of the contradictions of 10. Or just as big and long of the short and atomic 11. On both assumptions also there is no movement, and from there the non-being of the world 12 origin. And because, thanks to the self-confessed, there are results of a regression
in infinity from equality 13. And because the world is also, therefore, to be eternal 14. And because of the atoms that have color 15. And as there are objections in both cases 16. And since it's not accepted, it's generally ignored 17. Even on aggregate with its two reasons ... 18. If we can say
that this should be explained by a consistent causal relationship... 19. And in connection with the termination of the previous... 20. There's no reason there's a results controversy... 21. There is no-establishment... 22. And because of objections... 23. And in the case of space too... 25. Not
from non-essence, it's not 26. And thus it would be an achievement on the part of non-active humans also 27. Not existence, because of consciousness 28. And because of the differences in nature, they don't look like dreams 29. Existence is not, due to lack of perception 30. And because
of his unproven in all respects 31. Not so, because of the impossibility of one 33. And also non-full self 34. There is no non-contradiction... 35. And because of the endurance of the finie size... The Lord's system must be ignored... 37. And because of the impossibility of the ruler 38. ... As in
the case of organs... 39. Limb or lack of omniscience 40. Because of the impossibility of 41. And there is no origin of the tool from Agent 42. Or if they have the character of what knowledge ... 43. And because of the contradictions of the Third Piada: 1. Not ether... 2. But there are 3. It has a
secondary feeling ... 4. There may be a double feeling 5. Refusal of a pro-mission statement... As can also be seen from other texts 7. But the division of origin extends to all effects ... 8. Hereby air is explained 9. But there is no origin of what is only 10. The fire is produced from there 11.
Water from the fire 12. Earth from water 13. The earth is because of the object... 14. But he; from the output mark supplied by their reflection of 15. But the order of continuity... 16. If they say that knowledge and intelligence... 17. But what resides in things moving and immobile 18. Not Self
... 19. It is for this reason that the individual soul is known 20. Because of his fainting, moving and returning 21. And because of the last two is carried through Self 22. If we can say that the soul is not atomic... 23. And because of the word itself, and from measure 24. ... as in the case of
sandalwood ointment 25. Needless to say, this is not the case because of the specialization of the monastery... 26. Or because of its quality as light 27. There is a difference, as in the case of the smell ... In view of a separate statement 29. But Self is labeled like this because it has this
quality... 30. And there is no objection, as the quality of knowledge exists wherever there are I... 31. Because there may be a manifestation of what exists... 32. There will lead constant consciousness or unconsciousness ... 33. Soul is an agent ... 34. Given the acceptance and declaration of
its relocation, there are about 35. And because of the designation of Himself as an agent in actions... There would be no certain norm, as in the case of consciousness 37. Because of the power inversion 38. And because of the absence of Samadhi 39. And as a carpenter, in both directions
40. But from the highest, it is declared Scripture 41. But given the efforts made... 42. Soul is part of... 43. And because of the mantra 44. What's more, it's said, Smriti 45. But, as in the case of light... 46. And Smriti's texts announce this 47. Permission and exclusion are the result of a
connection with the body... 48. And because of the insunity, there is no confusion 49. And that's just the obvious argument of 50. Due to the neohithema adrishtas 51. And this is also the case with goals and so on 52. Needless to say, this is possible because of the difference in location...
Fourth Pada: 1. So, prenas 2. Biblical statement plural 3. Because of the speech having for its preceding that 4. There are seven of them... 5. But hands... 6. And they are a minute 7. And the best 8. No air, no function ... 9. But like the eye and everything else... 10. And there is no objection
to his having an activity 11. It is designated as having five functions such as Mind 12. And that's about 13 minutes. But the power over the prenas on the part of the Fire... 14. And because of the eternity of these 15. They, except for the best, are organs... 16. Because of the biblical
statement about the difference... 17. But the making of names and forms (belongs) to him, which makes tripartite... 18. The flesh has an earthly nature... 19. But because of their distinctive nature, there is such a designation that the designation First Peda: 1. When receiving the other of
them, it is shrouded, as the question and explanation 2. But because of the water, which consists of three elements; 3 because of the predominance. And because of going to prenas 4. If you can say that this is not the case because of biblical statements about going to Agni ... 5. Should we
say that there is no mention in the first reply... 6. 'Because of this, it is not indicated by Scripture'; Not really... 7. Or it's metaphorical, because of their ignorance of Self 8. On the demise of the works, with the remainder ... Related to behaviour; not so, as the karana means running 10. There
is a way of beingless; wrong, because of the dependence on these 11. But only good and evil work, so Badari thinks 12. Of those who also do not sacrifice ... 13. But of those who enjoyed in Samyaman, there is an ascent and descent... Smriti's texts also announce this 15. In addition, there
are seven 16. Because of his activities there is also no contradiction 17. But, knowledge and work - as it is the leading theme 18. Not in the case of the third place, as it is thus perceived 19. It is moreover recorded, in the world 20. And because he saw 21. The third term includes what
comes from Heat 22. There is an entry into the similarity of being with those there is cause 23. Not very long; 24. In plants animated by other souls 25. It's wicked. Not so, based on Scripture 26. Then along with him, who performs the act of generation 27. From Yuoni the body of the Second
Pyada: 1. In the intermediate sphere, the creation is carried out 2. And some prepare the soul to be a molder ... 3. But it's just Meye; because of the true nature of the soul does not manifest itself fully 4. But because of the desire of the higher it is hidden; for from that its bondage and the
opposite position 5. Or that (results) is also from the connection with the body 6. And this suggests itself, in accordance with Scripture; It's experts also claim 7. The absence of this happens in n'des and in Self 8. Hence the awakening from these 9. But the same is due to work, memory, text
and prohibition 10. The fainting man has half a combination... 11. Not even because of the place, is there an imperfection of the Supreme; anywhere it is described as having dual characteristics of 12. If it is said because of the difference ... 13. Some also teach thereby 14. For Brahman
without form simply, since it is the main agent in relation to those 15. And just like Brahman, made up of light; texts, therefore, are not without meaning 16. And the text says so much only 17. This Scripture also shows, and it is also indicated in Smriti 18. For this very reason comparison,
such as reflected pictures of the sun and as 19. But since it is not perceived as water, there is no equality 20. Brahman's involvement in increasing and reducing... 21. For the text denies the previously announced Nessa; and announces more than 22. This is not a manifesto; for this
Scripture announces 23. It is also in perfect reconciliation, according to Scripture and Smriti 24. And there is no difference... 25. From here (Brahman is different) in that it is endless... 26. But because of the two-way designation, like the snake and its coil 27. Or as light and its abode as fire
28. Or in the order above 29. And because of the failure of 30. There is something higher than that... 31. But because of the similarity 32. He subordinated the purpose of thought; as is the case with kicks 33. Because of the difference in place, as in the case of light, and so on 34. And
because of the possibility of 35. So, from denying anything else 36. The ubiquity possessed that, understood from the declaration of size 37. From there the reward; 38. And because of the Biblical declaration 39. For the same reasons Gaimini (thinks it will be) religious actions 40. But the
first, Bedariana believes, because of the designation of deities as the reason for the Third Pada: 1. What is understood from all Vednt texts is one, because of the indistinguishable injunction, and the other 2. If you can say that vidy's not one because of the difference ... 3. For sirovrata refers
to the Veda study mode... 4. Scripture also announces this 5. (Meditation), thus equal, there is a combination of gunas 6. If you can say that there is a difference in the text; We say no; because of the difference of 7. Or not, because of the difference in objects; As in case attribute to be
higher than the high 8. If it is announced by name; we object to 9. And that's appropriate, due to expansion 10. Because of the non-difference of everything, those elsewhere are 11. Bliss and other qualities, as belonging to the object of qualities 12. Such qualities as joy for the head and so
on, are not established ... 13. But others, because of equality with the thing 14. For meditation, for lack of purpose 15. And because of the term J. 16. There is a link to Myself, as elsewhere ... 17. If this is said because of the connection... 18. New (thing is prescribed); in connection with the
statement that 19 should be done. And (the qualities) are thus equal, because of the non-differences of 20. Because of the connection, thus elsewhere is also 21. Or not, because of the difference of 22. The text also mentions this 23. And for the same reason holding together and piercing
the sky 24. And while they are both meditations on the person ... 25. Because of the difference in the feeling of piercing... 26. But if you get rid of it, you have to combine it with getting... 27. When you leave; there was nothing to be achieved ... 28. At will; because there is no contradiction at
either 29. It makes sense that the soul follows only a two-fold hypothesis; for otherwise there is a contradiction of 30. This assumption is justified; because of the perception of things that are signs of it; as in the usual experience of 31. Of those who have a certain office there is a living wage
(their work) as long as the office lasts 32. There is no limit because everyone should go down this path 33. But the notion of the Inimi something must be in all meditations 34. So much; 35 because of the reflection. Is it necessary to say that the first answer refers to the I to whom the set of
material things belongs... There is an exchange of ideas, for the texts differ; 37, as in other cases. For the same high divinity... is the subject of this meditation 38. Wishes and everything else, here and there... Given the special attention, there is no omission. In the case of him, who
approached Brahman... There are no restrictions on definition, as this is evident; for there is a separate fruit, for example, non-obstacle 42. Just like with the proposals ... 43. Due to the multiplicity of indicators... There is an option as to what precedes ... 45. And on account of the transfer 46.
But this is only meditation, because of the affirmation and what saw 47. And because of the greater power of direct statement, and so on, there is no rebuttal 48. Because of the connections and the rest, as in the case of the posting of other knowledge 49. Not so, in this regard is observed
because of the similarity also; As in the case of death; for a man in there ball doesn't occupy the worlds of death And the subsequent Brahman also to be this kind of the word is proven ... 51. Some of them, due to the existence of Himself in the body 52. But this is not the case, but rather the
difference; since it is a creature that; as in the case of intuition 53. But those meditations that are associated with members of sacrifice are not limited to specific sahs, but rather belong to all Sakha 54. Or there is no contradiction, as in the case of mantras and the other 55. There is a pre-
satisfaction of abundance, as in the case of the victim; for thus Scripture shows 56. Meditations are separate, because of the difference in words, and so on 57. Option, due to the difference in the result of 59. They belong to the constituent members as the foundations of 60. And because of
the injunction of 61. There are 62 fixes. And because of the quality announcement common to all Vedas 63. Rather not, as the text does not announce their going together 64. And because (The Scriptures) shows his Fourth Piada: 1. The benefit to man results from there, because of the
biblical statement; so Ardarayan thinks 2. Because of Self standing in a complementary relationship, they arthav'das ... 4 is considered because of such behaviour. Because of the direct biblical statement 5. Because of taking to keep together six. Because of the injunction for such 1 7.
Because of a certain rule 8. But because of the teachings of another... 9. But the declarations are equal. 10. (It's) not comprehensive 11. Distribution, as in the case of 100 12. Of those who just read I'm 13. Not so, because of not the specification 14. Or permission to glorify 15. Some also,
continuing in accordance with their sympathy 16. And destruction 17. And about who is chaste... 18. Link only ... 19 due to the absence of an injunction. This must be achieved, ... because of the biblical statement of equality 20. Or an injunction, as in the case of 21. If one can say that they
are simply glorification, due to their reference; wrong, due to the new 22. And because of the words denoting it becomes 23. .. stories told in The Upanishads ... 24. This also stems from the textual link between these 25 prohibitions. It is for this reason that there is no need to illuminate the
fire ... And all the work is needed... 27. But still he must have peace of mind... 28. And there is a permit for all food in case of danger to life ... 29. And because of the 30. This is stated in Smriti also 31. ... about non-continuation according to Sympathy 32. Works of asrama ... 33. And because
of the co-operativeity of 34. In any case, they are the same, because of the two-fold hell signs 35. ... knowledge not to be overpowered by 36. Also in the case of those outside, as this is seen 37. Smriti also states it is 38. And there is knowledge through special acts of duty 39. But better
than this other is also due to the output mark of 40. But from the one who has become that no becomes not that ... 41. Neither the redemption of performance ... 42. Minor, thus, some of them; and, therefore, they carry out the existence of redemption, as in the case of food. 43. But in any
case, such people are standing outside... 45. This is the work of a priest... 46. There is an injunction against other aids ... 47. However, because of the knowledge in all this knowledge, the housekeeper 48. Because of others also being taught ... 49. Not showing up; because of the
connection of 50. What belongs to this world is not an obstacle at hand; as seen 51. In the same way, there are neo-exotics... First Solda: 1. Repetition... 2. And because of the output mark 3. But as Self ... 4. Not in the symbol... 5. Brahman's opinion, because of the superiority of 6. And
Ditya's ideas, and the rest on Member 7. Sitting; Given the possibility of 8. And because of meditation 9. And with reference to immobility 10. And Smriti's texts say the same 11. Where the concentration of the mind is possible... 12. Before death; for there also seen 13. On achieving this,
there is a result of not clinging and destroying the later and early sins of 14. the other is also thus non-clinging; But at the death of 15. But only those previous works, the consequences of which have not yet begun... 16. But Agnihotra and everything else... 17. In the opinion of some class of
good works, in addition to these, both types of 18. ... Everything he does with knowledge. 19. But, to delete the fruiting of the other two sets it becomes one with Brahman Second Pda: 1. Speech with mind... 2. And for the same reason, everyone follows after 3. This mind is in the breath ... 4.
That connected with the ruler 5. With the elements... 6. Not with one... 7. And it's common before the journey ... 8. Since then, in the pre-union with ... Brahman 9. And the thin body is saved 10. Therefore, not in the way of the destruction of slavery 11. And this very thin body belongs to the
heat of 12. ... From the embodied soul... 13. Smriti also states this 14. With the Higher; for thus it speaks 15. Non-re-division... 16. Lighting the point of the monastery... 17. After the rays 18. ... the bond persists as long as the body makes 19. For the same reason also during the southern
sun progress 20. And these two paths ... Remember the Third Pada: 1. On the way, starting with the light... 2. From year to 20... 3. In addition to lightning there is Varuna 4. Conductors, this is indicated 5. From there they are the only one who belongs to Lightning 6. Whoever meditates on is
carried out by Brahman ... 7. And in connection with Brahman clarifies 8. But because of the proximity there is that designation 9. After the death of brahma's world, together with his ruler, souls go to what is higher... And on the account of Smriti 11. Highest... because of the first sense of 12.
And because Scripture declares it 13. And there is no goal on The Brahman 14. Those who are not dependent on the characters ... 15. And Scripture proclaims the difference of the Fourth Pyad: 1. In the soul, coming to the higher light there is a manifestation 2. Released; in connection with
the promise of 3. Me, because of item 4. In non-divisions; because it's visible 5. In nature, like Brahman 6. In the singular nature of intelligence; like this is his self... 7. Thus, due to the former qualities, as evidenced by the assumption, there is no contradiction in Badarayana 8. By pure will...
9. And it is for this reason without another ruler 10. No... 11. Presence... 12. For this reason, Vidarayana considers it both species; as in the case of 12 days of the victim 13. In the absence of the body, as in a state of sleep; that's probably 14. When there is a body, as in a state of
wakefulness 15. The entrance, as in the case of Lamp 16. This applies either to no dreamy sleep or to a union... 17. With the exception of world energy... 18. ... what is in the realm of those who are assigned special functions 19. What is not within the changes; for in this way Scripture
proclaims the observance of the soul 20. And so Perception and Conclusion show 21. And because of the point of equality of enjoyment only 22. Nev return, according to Scripture ... Sanskrit Word Index vedanta sutras ramanuja pdf. vedanta sutras pdf español
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